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Abstract

We have discovered a security vulnerability in the Samsung Pay app. The magnetic secure transmission in Samsung Pay emits too many magnetic signals that are excessively strong. Thus, we built a low-cost receiver to eavesdrop on the emitted magnetic signals. Using this receiver, we successfully eavesdropped the one-time token for a payment made on the Samsung Pay app around 0.6m ~ 2.0m from where the payment was taking place, depending on the orientation of the magnetic field emitting antenna in the victim device. We verified that the collected one-time token could be used away from the victim device if the collected payment information was quickly transmitted over the Internet.

1 Introduction

The Samsung electronics company (SEC) released a new mobile payment platform, called ‘Samsung Pay,’ in August 2015 [1, 2]. Unlike competitors such as Apple Pay [3], Samsung Pay works with traditional point-of-sale (POS) devices that allow the use of magnetic card swipes [3]. Because of such backward compatibility, it is estimated that more than 95% of US retailers support Samsung Pay [3], compared with just 5% for Apple Pay [4]. The key technology that gives Samsung Pay such a superior position is called Magnetic Secure Transmission (MST) [5]. Under this technology, devices using the Samsung Pay app can generate a magnetic signal that contains the same payment information as that generated by swiping a magnetic card in the POS card reader. Thus, the POS device can recognize the Samsung Pay signal if the mobile device is sufficiently close, even though nothing is swiped on the card reader.

In this paper, we claim that the Samsung Pay service has a serious security vulnerability because of its implementation of the MST technology. There are two key findings:

- The magnetic signal emitted during MST is too strong and is emitted too many times: we can collect the magnetic signal containing the encoded one-time token information using a simple, low-cost receiver (less than US$200) at more than 2.0 m away from the victim device running the MST, if the receiver directly faces on the back part of the mobile phone or the screen of it. The distance goes down to 60cm if the receiver’s face is perpendicular to the screen’s direction. We can obtain the one-time token very quickly after decoding the signal with a laptop of moderate computing power. This result is against the claim of Looppay that the transmission range is very short, 1 to 4 inches [6].

- The collected token can be used away from the victim device: a payment process can be successfully completed with a device using the sniffed one-time token information, even when the victim device that generated this one-time token is far away. We have found that the payment process using the eavesdropped one-time token should be executed within 60s of the victim device first emitting the magnetic signal for payment.

By exploiting the above vulnerabilities, we have successfully implemented a wormhole payment attack over Samsung Pay. After collecting a one-time token from a victim device and sending the decoded payment information to an attacker device away from the victim, we successfully paid money with the attacker device by emitting the magnetic signal with the encoded one-time token to a conventional POS device.

We provide a brief description of the payment protocol in Samsung Pay, including MST and the security features, in Section 2. The observed vulnerability of Samsung Pay and the proposed attack method are given in Section 3. The experiment to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed attack is given in Section 4. We introduce the related work at Section 5, which is followed by
the conclusion in Section 6.

2 Samsung Pay

The Samsung Pay service was launched in the US on September 28, 2015. According to [7], the two major credit card companies (MasterCard and Visa) support Samsung Pay, as do most major wireless network service companies in the US, such as Sprint, AT&T, Verizon, and US Cellular. Additionally, major banks such as American Express, Bank of America, and Citibank provide payment services that work alongside Samsung Pay. According to [8], more than one million people have paid for items with Samsung Pay, with around 0.1 million using the app every day. On average, US$1.8 million per day is spent using Samsung Pay. According to [18], SEC announced that Samsung Pay has more than 5 million registered users in South Korea and the United States and it has processed over $500 million dollars in the first six months since its release.

2.1 Payment Protocol in Samsung Pay

Fig. 1 shows an overview of the payment protocol. The credit card registration step is performed in advance, before the payment begins. We do not describe the registration procedure, because its details are not known precisely and it is not relevant to the vulnerabilities we have found. According to [9], the registration procedure utilizes the standard EMV protocol [10]. Note that the payment procedure depicted in Fig. 1 is an estimate based on our experiments. In Fig. 1, the user is authenticated on their device in Step 0), using either a fingerprint or PIN. The FIDO authentication is then performed in step 1). After a data exchange between the server (maintained by the Samsung Pay system) and the user device to ascertain the user’s credentials, the user’s device obtains a one-time token for the current transaction. During step 1), it is estimated that the one-time token information that verifies the validity of the current payment transaction is sent from a Samsung Pay server to one controlled by the credit card company (see the unknown part in Fig. 1). We verified that the one-time token could not be used once a certain period of time had elapsed after step 1). From this, we could deduce that step 1) and the unknown step are executed simultaneously. Using MST, the user can then make a payment at a POS machine as if swiping a credit card through the machine’s card reader. The payment information goes through a Value Added Network (VAN) to the credit card company’s server. After some verification, such as checking the amount of time since the token was issued, the company either accepts or rejects the payment transaction. The result is returned to the POS machine through VAN.

2.2 Security Features in Samsung Pay

According to [8, 11, 12], Samsung Pay uses many security features, such as tokenization, a hardware platform, and FIDO authentication. We now briefly introduce these features. Tokenization refers to the generation of a one-time token per transaction. The token contains a one-time card number. Thus, at every transaction, both the user’s device and the credit card company’s payment server share a freshly generated one-time token. Because this token does not contain any information about the original credit card and has a short lifetime, strong security is guaranteed [10]. Samsung Pay supports EMV standard-compatible [10] tokenization technology. According to [9], Samsung cooperates with VISA, MasterCard, and AMEX in using the tokenization specification [11]. Another security feature is the hardware security platform. Samsung Pay stores security-sensitive information in a secured zone (the so-called Trusted Zone, or TZ). This area is managed by a secure OS called KNOX. KNOX allocates dedicated computational resources for
security operations, and does not allow access to conventional applications. The third feature is authentication. Samsung Pay utilizes the FIDO specification \[11\], which enables fingerprint-based authentication to be used in an online manner. Additionally, a conventional PIN can be used \[11\]. The one-time token is only generated after successful authentication.

2.3 MST

Fig. 2 compares the payment information transmission using a conventional magnetic card with that of Samsung Pay using MST \[9\]. When a user swipes their card in a card reader, a magnetic signal is generated. The card reader records and decodes this magnetic signal to obtain the payment information. In Samsung Pay, MST generates the same type of magnetic signal, which can then be decoded as a valid one-time token by the POS device. Because the sensor that detects the change in magnetic signal is in the slot where the card is swiped, the strength of the signal transmitted by MST must be above a certain threshold.

3 Observed Vulnerability and Proposed Attack

This section describes a vulnerability that occurs under the Samsung Pay protocol, and constructs an attack scenario that was realized by our implementation. We also provide the implementation details, and present the results of two real-attack experiments.

3.1 Vulnerability and Wormhole Payment Attack

We observed that a Samsung Galaxy S6 device emits the magnetic signal too strongly and too often while performing MST in the Samsung Pay protocol. Thus, we are able to build a laptop-connected magnetic signal collector (MSC) that can record the magnetic signals in MST by the victim’s Samsung Pay device from 0.6m \(\sim\) 2.0 m away. We also have found that a software decoder can be implemented for the received magnetic signals, and can be used to obtain the one-time token information. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. We referred to \[13\] to build MSC. Using the networking facility of the laptop, we can send the one-time token information to another device, called the Remote Malicious Payment Device (RMPD), which can be suitably distant from the victim device. After receiving the one-time token, the RMPD can make a payment using this one-time token by emitting the equivalent magnetic signal to a conventional POS machine with a swipe-based credit card reader. We call this a ‘wormhole payment’ attack; the procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Because MST is normally used in a step for making a payment, the attacker can collect one-time token when the victim user is on making a payment. Thus, the eavesdropped one-time token should be spent earlier than the victim user completes the payment procedure. Otherwise, the attacker cannot use the collected token because it already becomes obsolete. However, unfortunately, our observation is that users waste non-trivially much time while running MST on their devices in order to wait for providing the payment information to a POS device or making a hand-written signature on an electronic pad, as a step for the payment. Thus, attackers have enough time to make a payment with the collected token.
3.2 Implementation of the Attack

Fig. 5 shows the devices used in our actual implementation. Their roles are described in the figure caption. For the experiment shown in Fig. 5, a mobile POS device was used in the step (C) in Fig. 5 to verify that the RMPD works well with the sniffed one-time token.

In the upper part of (A) in Fig. 5, there is the MSC we made. It is made with a long insulated wire. We wound the wire several tens of times to have the MSC make the same effect as a magnetic coil when it collects magnetic signal. The MSC is connected into laptop’s microphone jack. It converts captured magnetic signal into sound signal. Actually it works as a microphone. The laptop runs a software that decodes the sound signal and extracts one time payment information, we developed a software that sends the payment information to RMPD. The (B) in Fig. 5 shows the proposed RMPD. It consists of an android smartphone, an amplifier that is powered by a DC battery and a loop of copper wire that produces the electromagnetic signal. The smartphone runs a software that receives the one time payment information sent by the laptop in (A) through the Internet. The smartphone encodes the payment information into sound signal of 0.5-second length. Then the smartphone plays the sound through the headphone jack to the amplifier that is connected to the loop of copper wire. Finally the loop of copper wire emits magnetic signal.

Fig. 6 shows the details of the proposed wormhole attack procedure. The detailed encoding/decoding and modulation/demodulation methods are described in the figure. In the final step, we used an amplifier in RMPD to make the signal stronger, increasing the success probability of the attack.

4 Experiments

To verify the validity of the proposed attack methods, we conducted two experiments. The first is in-the-lab experiment for measuring the success rate of sniffing one-time token. The second is a real-attack experiment to verify the existence of vulnerability and show that the proposed attack is feasible.

In the first experiment, we measured the success rates of eavesdroppings in various distances and angles between MSC and victim’s smartphone. Fig. 7 explains the four experiment settings.

In the experiment, a player who is of a victim role held smartphone and ran a samsung pay transaction. The smartphone emitted magnetic signal to the back cover direction. The MSC was located following one of the settings in Fig. 7. The Samsung Pay device emitted magnetic signal 13 times for a single transaction. We measured how many times among the total 13 magnetic pulse transmission the MSC could successfuly eavesdrop the magnetic signal. If the collected-then-decoded one-time token’s LRC (Longitudinal Redundancy Check) was correct, the eavesdropping was considered as a success. We measured the success rates on various distances from 0.4m to 2.2m.

Fig. 8 shows the results of this experiment. Except the 90 degree case, the eavesdroppings were successful with higher than 80% probability in any settings. In the case of ‘Front’ and ‘Back’, the attacker was successful with greater than 70% probability even he/she was 1.6m away from the victim device. Also, we would like to emphasize that a low success rate does not means that the
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**Figure 6:** Details of the proposed wormhole attack

**Figure 7:** Experiment settings

The worm-hole attack was successful: the experiment colleague could buy some cookie with the victim’s payment information. This means that there is no validation procedure for consistency between the position of one-time token issuance and that of where the payment with the token is taking place in the Samsung Pay system.

We need to mention that, after the one-time token signal was emitted, the victim and the checkout staff spent a few seconds in talking about price and payment options before the staff pressed enter key in the POS device to send the price information and one-time token to the credit card company server. While they were talking with each other, the attack colleague could complete her payment using the eavesdropped one-time token before victim’s payment transaction was sent to the credit card company server. In the case where the attackers use
their own POS device, they can complete a payment as soon as they receive the sniffed one-time token from the eavesdropper, thus less amount of time is needed so the attack success probability may increase.

Figure 9: Execution of the real attack with a conventional POS device: (A) A map shows the location of a victim and attack payer (B) An eavesdropper runs the MSC and sniffs the samsung pay one-time token. (C) An attack Payer performs a payment with RMPD at a conventional POS machine in a coffee-shop.

5 Related Work

In this section, we introduce some previous works that are related to ours. In [15], the authors consider employing short-range wireless technologies for mobile payment systems, such as Bluetooth, RFID, and Nearfield Communication (NFC). The authors compare and analyze them in terms of communication range, cost, frequency range, and the organizations which considers employing the technology. Also, they show the problems of the technologies on various aspects such as conflict of interests, interoperability, security and reliability, and availability. Unfortunately, they do not consider magnetic signal as a communication medium for a mobile payment system. [16] discusses the security vulnerabilities on NFC-enabled mobile phones and suggests attack methods based on them. It deals with the vulnerabilities on the software that processes the data of NFC Data Exchange Format (NDEF). It also shows the attacks leveraging them such as an URI spoofing based on the data from the tag and the worms that can propagate through NFC. Unfortunately, it also does not consider the vulnerabilities on the mobile payment system with magnetic signal. [17] is the most recent work to the best of the authors knowledge. It classifies the mobile payment systems into five types: mobile payment at the POS (Point of Sale), mobile payment as the POS, mobile payment platform, independent mobile system, and direct carrier billing. Then, it introduces the security components that are employed for the mobile payment systems, such as password-based authentication, multi-factor authentication, SSL/TLS, and Secure elements. It also shows the possible threats against the mobile payment systems, such as malware, SSL/TLS vulnerabilities, and data leakage, and possible solutions for remediation. It does not mention the eavesdropping issues on the mobile payment at the POS, which belongs to the method in Samsung Pay. We think [13] is the most relevant work. This work addresses the security vulnerabilities on magnetic credit cards, such as untrusted magnetic card readers and skimming devices. To resolve them, the authors suggest a similar type of a device that Samsung Pay-enabled phone has: a device that obtains a credit card number of electronic signal from the connected smartphone and emits it as magnetic signal to a magnetic card reader. It also suggests one-time credit card number. This number is issued by the credit card issuer to a users smartphone for each transaction and the user uses the received one-time number with the help of the proposed device for payment. It deals with the sniffing issue that we are tackling now. However, it only considers the case where the collected card number is used again later by the malicious entity, after the current transaction has been completed. However, it does not consider the case where the collected card number is used for payment before the user completes the current payment as our work.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have reported a security vulnerability in Samsung Pay, which is a widely-used mobile payment service. We also demonstrated the feasibility of a wormhole attack, in which a payment is made at some distance from the victim Samsung Pay device after eavesdropping the MST signal. For public interest, we believe our result should be made known to the millions of Samsung Pay users across the world [14].
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